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Aiyasha Medical Spa 

"Transporting Experience"

AIYASHA Medical Skin Care & Spa is the wonderful concept of

dermatologists Dr Hans-Peter Schoppelrey, Dr Stefan Duve and Dr

Wolfgang Niederdorfer. It is the ideal blend of East meets West where you

will just soak in the luxurious environment created by the rich dark woods,

Balinese candles, natural stone, real gold and exotic flowers. The soft

lighting gives it a serene aura and is soothing, giving a glimpse of what is

to come. Feel pampered by the welcoming traditional Balinese beauty

ritual - a foot bath with fresh flower petals and a lovely cup of specialty tea

from the spa. Be ready for a transporting experience once you are in one

of the five luxuriously designed treatment rooms. Besides the traditional

Asian massage, yoga and detox, the spa has a range of progressive

medical procedures including anti-cellulite therapy, skin checks and

aesthetic beauty aids.

 +49 89 2102 4550

(Reservations)

 www.aiyasha-spa.de/  info@aiyashaspa.de  Perusastrasse 5, Munique
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Organic Luxury 

"Spa in Munich City Center"

Organic Luxury Spa offers patrons the chance to escape for a few hours

from the chaos and stress of daily life, made especially exclusive by the

use of organic products and treatments. With a choice of options from the

usual Eyebrow shaping, Waxing, Manicures and Pedicure; the Spa also

offers treatments like the Crystal Scrub, the Cleopatra Anti-Ageing Body

Treatment and Julisis Gold Facial Treatment amongst others. Indulge your

senses in a variety of luxury brands and treatments. Patrons can even buy

their favorite products at the Spa. Especially interesting is the Beauty

Fresh-Up treatment for a night out at the Opera at the National Theatre,

just around the corner.

 +49 89 982 8384  www.organicluxury.de/  info@organicluxury.de  Residenzstrasse 23,

Munique
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Blue Spa 

"Blue Bliss"

Are you ready for a holiday getaway? Why not stay at the Hotel

Bayerischer Hof, and while you enjoy their hospitality, make the most of

the spa offerings. In warm weather, bathe in the pool located on the sun

terrace, while enjoying splendid views of the city. The sliding glass roof

allows you a great view of the sky above. The fireplace on the other hand,

offers comfort during slightly chilled temperatures. Treat your face and

body, while availing of all kinds of specialized massages. What's more, this

spa also has chefs serving you some culinary delights and then of course

there is the Blue Spa Bar & Lounge. Plunge in!

 +49 89 212 0930  www.bayerischerhof.de/e

n/events-occasions/functio

n-rooms/blue-spa.html

 banqueting@bayerischerh

of.de

 Promenadeplatz 2-6, Hotel

Bayerischer Hof, Munique
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The Charles SPA 

"Scrub Away Your Worries"

At The Charles Spa located in The Charles Hotel, you have to leave your

worries aside and simply relax. The amazing massages given by well

trained masseurs will help you unwind yourself. The tranquil and peaceful

ambiance will put you in a relaxing mode. Take a dip in the cool swimming

pool and get refreshed. For the fitness freaks, it features a well maintained

and well-equipped fitness center. Choose a beauty and body treatment to

suit yourself and come out glowing.

 +49 89 54 4555 1160  www.roccofortehotels.com/hotels-a

nd-resorts/the-charles-

hotel/wellness/day-spa-packages/

 Sophienstraße 28, The Charles Hotel,

Munique
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Float Spa 

"Repair The Body"

Tapping the medicative properties of water as a stress-buster, Float Spa

has been designed to relieve the stress and tensions of the body in a

relaxing manner. Here one is asked to float in a tank of water, remaining

silent to allow the body to sink into the pleasure of the water. It is a

meditative process and invokes a thorough calmness of the body and

soul. This therapy is good for the spine, injured muscles and bones and

also helps reduce stress-causing hormones in the body. Discounts are

offered to students.

 +49 89 5156 6939  www.floatspa.de/  info@floatspa.de  Donnersbergerstrasse 55,

Munique
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Face & Body 

"For Overall Wellness"

FACE & BODY offers a wide range of spa treatments, wellness packages

and beauty treatments. Located in the quaint neighborhood of

Nymphenburg, this modern day spa is only a short drive away from the

city center. Established since 1991, FACE & BODY incorporates modern

facilities in a calming and secluded atmosphere, with multiple rooms

where guests can stay and separate treatment rooms to suit every

requirement. The professional team of dermatologists, masseuses and

expert staff deliver an unparalleled spa experience customized according

to your needs. Check out the website for the list of treatments and other

related inquiries.

 +49 89 17 1802  www.dayspa.faceandbody

.de/

 dayspa@faceandbody.de  Romanstraße 39, Munique
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Auszeit 

"Uplifting Experience"

Auszeit spa is a boon in this stressful, quick paced life. A great place for

everyone due to their different packages catering to couples, friends,

groups, men, women and pregnant women. Though the spa focuses on

prenatal as well as postnatal massages, it is equally good in its natural

beauty treatments which date back to ancient times. One of the best

features are the beautifying baths which you can sample after your

rejuvenating massage. It will just leave your skin pampered and bring a

shine to it. All of their treatments are wonderfully revitalizing and will lure

you to come back for more. Auszeit is a place where you will want to

linger after your treatments and you can leisure around either snacking at

their cool lounge or on their sun terrace. Their personalized service will

definitely get your appreciative attention. Go there to relax and unwind in

the most restorative way.
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 +49 89 5505 5955

(Reservations)

 www.auszeit-

muenchen.de/

 info@auszeit-muenchen.de  Gottfried-Keller-Strasse 31,

Munique
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Hilton Fit n Fly Spa 

"Relaxing Airport Spa"

International travel can be exhausting, long stopovers are not only tiring,

but boring and an unproductive use of time. At the Hilton Fit n Fly Spa in

Kempinski Munich Airport between Terminal 1 and 2, you can enjoy the

time between flights with a relaxing massage or spa treatment. With a

range of massages, sauna, steam, fitness center, pool and signature Algeri

treatments, let yourself be pampered between flights.

 +49 89 9782 2900  www.munich-airport.de/hil

ton-fit-fly-spa-481178

 info.munichairport@hilton.

com

 Terminalstrasse Mitte 20,

Munique
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